Help Stop Coca-Cola’s Worldwide Abuses!

Coca-Cola’s Widespread Human Rights and Environmental Abuses

are described on the reverse side of this flyer. We are appealing to communities everywhere, targets of Coke’s multibillion-dollar advertising propaganda, to remove all Coke products until the company acts responsibly.

Coca-Cola is a corporate system full of lies, deception, immorality, corruption and widespread labor, human rights and environmental abuses.

No community that values ethics, morality and justice should be identified with scofflaw Coca-Cola, nor serve as a marketplace for its sales and advertising.

We hope that your community will safeguard its integrity and stand up for human rights and the environment.

Please join the campaign to remove Coca-Cola products from your schools, businesses, organizations and government facilities.

For a list of Coke products, visit www.thecoca-colacompany.com/brands/brandlist.html

Become a Coca-Cola-Free Community

- STUDENTS TAKE ACTION:
  Students have been at the heart of this campaign from the start. In recent years, students have kicked Coke off of more than five-dozen campuses, costing The Coca-Cola Company tens of millions of dollars. Stand up for human rights and the environment and make your campus a Coca-Cola-free community.

  Visit the Campus Activism section on the left-hand menu at www.KillerCoke.org

- UNIONS TAKE ACTION:
  Labor unions have been the backbone of the middle and working classes. They’ve also been at the forefront in the fight for human rights and justice.

  We urge you to stand in solidarity with workers around the globe and make your union Coke-free.

  Visit the Labor Union Solidarity section on the left-hand menu at www.KillerCoke.org
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